T ragice, sive comice, sive elegiace sint canenda" (treat [poetic subjects] in tragic, comic, or elegiac style) writes a mid-career Dante in De vulgari eloquentia 2.4.5-6 (ca. 1303-4).1 The poem challenges its readers' notions of stylistic/genric categories quite explicitly, since Dante twice refers to his stylistically innovative work as "comedìa" (Inferno 16.128; Inf. 21.2) in clear contrast to the "alta . . . tragedia" (Inf. 20.113) of Virgil's Aeneid Elegy, by contrast, is never named in the Commedia. Does this notable omission amount to a condemnation of the style? An assertion of its irrelevance to the project? Or is elegy simply too broad a category to bring to bear on a text where souls' laments over death and loss are omnipresent? Readers have intuitively (and correctly, I believe) described some of the most sentimentally appealing speeches of the dead as "elegiac," especially where the sweetness of memory sharpens the bitterness of present punishment.2 One task of this essay is to look closely at the definitions and theories of elegy informing Dante's late engagement with the style in the Commedia. A significant amount of scholarship has already traced the influence of classical and medieval concepts of elegy-especially that which laments erotic frustration-on Dante's early lyric, as well as on his metaliterary considerations in De vulgari eloquentia and Convivio.3 I will suggest that he revisits erotic elegy in the Francesca episode of Inferno 5. Illustrative of the moral hazards of courtly romance and stilnovist lyric, Francesca's speech features some formal and thematic markers of erotic elegy, implying Dante's condemnation of this genre as well. But while his critique of erotic elegy can be traced back to the Vita nova, in the Commedia he takes up a broader conception of elegy that is not
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The compelling elegiac passages of Francesca and Pier are connected by a filo rosso of bright red and expressive blood. Francesca recounts the way her shed blood stained the world, while Pier speaks through broken and bleeding branches. In this sense their rhetoric seems to reflect Boethius's portrayal of the elegiac muses as lacerated and bloody; Jelena Todorović has recently argued that Dante understood this passage in the Consolatio Philosophiae (discussed at length below) as signaling a crisis of despair inherent in the genre of elegy.4 A second task of this essay will therefore be to explore Dante's mediation on elegy through the aesthetic and symbolic properties of blood in the Commedia. While a complete portrait of blood's rich and varied symbolism in Dante-resonating across theological, genealogical, political, juridical, literary, and scientific discourses5-exceeds what can be accomplished here, my discussion of blood's metaliterary functions will naturally touch on these adjacent fields.6 I will ultimately argue that Dante uses the multivalent vitality of blood to underscore the fatal repercussions of indulging in either of the two traditions of elegy dramatized in Inferno 5 and 13. Finally, I will conclude with two examples from the realms of the saved that offer correctives to the stylistic and topical dead ends of elegy. First, the souls in Purgatorio 5 (vertically aligned with the Francesca episode) reject the aesthetics and aims of elegy as they recount their bloody deaths; Iacopo del Cassero in particular exemplifies how the contemplation of flowing blood should lead to conversion. Saint Peter's bloody invective in Paradiso 27 recovers some formal markers of elegy, but shifts its focus from reliving the pain of personal loss to intervening against universal threats to Christendom. Blood in these passages proves freighted with symbolic and moral imperatives to which the elegiac tradition cannot adequately answer; the saved souls offer an aesthetic and teological alternative.
Scholarship on Dante's early works suggests that he initially took elegy to be synonymous with amorous lament, and so the infernal circle of the lustful is an obvious place for the mature poet to revisit his earlier conclusions. Pier Vincenzo Mengaldo has proposed the early thirteenth-century grammarian John of Garland's Parisiana Poetria as Dante's preferred source for the style, which describes elegy as specifically regarding erotic misery and the pain of lovers ("elegyacum quia de miseria contexitur amoris").7 Enrico Fenzi traces Dante's understanding of elegy further back to Ovid. The Heroides collects the fictional letters of literary heroines, each lamenting an absent lover, and is widely acknowledged as one of Dante's models for Francesca's speech. In the final letter, Sappho's description of her tearful song born of her tearful love ("flendus amor meus est; elegia flebile carmen," Her. 15.7) became genre-defining for elegy in the middle ages.8 Stefano Carrai speculates that the Vita nova was intended as a definitive vernacular example of Ovidian or erotic elegy, constructed around the absence and death of Dante's beloved. 9 The young poet's interest in testing the limits of elegy is further supported by Fenzi's proposal that Dante's youthful Rime petrose are an experiment in anti-elegy. The four canzoni attempt to liberate the thematics of erotic frustration from their traditional elegiac treatment, replacing free-flowing tears and sighs with rigid, cold petrification.10 Taken together, Carrai and Fenzi appear to confirm Dante's theoretical engagement in his early lyric with an inherited tradition of specifically erotic elegy.
The rhetoric of Francesca da Rimini in Inferno 5 is famously steeped in the literary traditions of stilnovist love lyric (her first speech, vv. 88-109) and courtly romance (her second, 121-38).11 Literary mythologies of love-its inherence in the noble heart, declared by the poets of the Dolce stil novo, and its spontaneous, reciprocal blossoming, suggested by the story of Lancelot and Guinevere12-fueled Francesca's lived experience of eros. Love literature also shapes the way she weaves together her sad love story in the afterlife. The rich intertextuality of her two speeches have received ample study, but Francesca's kinship with the fictional female authors of Ovid's Heroides bears particular emphasis here. The poet describes her words and the accompaniment of Paolo's weeping ("mentre che l'uno spirito questo disse, / l'altro piangea," vv. 139-40) such that they recall the tearful musicality ("flebile carmen," Heroides 15.7) of Sappho's elegy. More important for this discussion is that Francesca self-consciously styles herself as an Ovidian elegist, promising to recount the origin of her love "come colui che piange e dice" (as one who weeps and speaks, v. 126). She seems encouraged in her aesthetic approach by the tears she has already coaxed from her audience: the pilgrim had replied to her first speech with "i tuoi martiri / a lagrimar mi fanno tristo e pio," vv. 116-17). Dante's death-like fainting after she concludes ("venni men così com' io morisse. E caddi come corpo morto cade," vv. 141-42) confirms her increased rhetorical power.
The drama of Inferno 5 concludes with what we could call a "blood event," if we understand the pilgrim's fainting in terms of Aristotelian medicine. Heather Webb describes the physiology of Dante's collapse as a reaction of the vital spirits in his blood to the affective stimulus of Francesca's story-a reaction that, when conveyed by the spirits back to his heart, delivers a quasi-fatal blow to the soul housed there.13 This vital disruption brings the Francesca episode full circle, for she had begun her courtly lament with the striking tableau of her own spilled blood, the Commedia's first instance of blood's expressive power, coloring the plot points of her adultery and death with bare economy. "Tignemmo il mondo di sanguigno" (v. 90) she begins, before shifting to her more rhetorically ornate discourse on love, only to compress her story's conclusion in the terse "Caïna attede chi a vita ci spense" (v. 107).
These two succinct verses recount the scandalous double murder of Francesca and Paolo Malatesta at the hands of her husband-his brother-Gianciotto Malatesta; without naming him, Francesca prophesies his eventual condemnation to Hell's ninth circle for treachery against family.14 That this toponymn deriving from the first fratricide appears so early in the narrative, in this first circle of vice, hints at a moral map of the hierarchical infernal landscape, with a clear line from the anaphorized Amor (vv. 100, 103, 106) to Caina that recasts courtly literature as inevitably bound up with bloodshed.15 The linear trajectory through the infernal realm suggested by these two moments of bloodshed (Francesca's in this first circle of true vice, then Abel's in the last) might even be compared to what Miri Rubin has coined the "blood hyphen" in devotional iconography.16 These images of Christ synchronically depict his first bleeding at circumcision alongside the final piercing of his side; devotional practice thus involved contemplating the progression from the first blood to the last. Yet Francesca's sparse, two-verse account of the facts of her life and death only highlights the extent to which her contemplative focus is dead set on curating the story of her love.
Whether she intends it or not, those two bloody verses suggest an alternative narrative that might have rewarded Francesca's deeper contemplation, outside the love genres of lyric, romance, or elegy.17 Francesca's allusion to Cain (v. 107) implicitly glosses the red stain of her death on the world (v. 90) in light of the murdered Abel's blood. In Gen. 4:10-11, God confronts Cain's evasiveness with the truth of his crime: Dixitque ad eum: Quid fecisti? vox sanguinis fratris tui clamat ad me de terra. Nunc igitur maledictus eris super terram, quae aperuit os suum, et suscepti sanguinem fratris tui de manu tua.
[But the answer came, What is this thou hast done? The blood of thy brother has found a voice that cries out to me from the ground. Henceforward thou shalt be an outlaw from this ground, that has opened to drink in thy brother's blood, shed by thy hand.]
In the wake of primal and intimate violence, Abel's disembodied blood reconstitutes the power of speech in a gaping new mouth made of earth. His blood accuses from beyond the grave and prompts God to bring Cain to justice.18 The fictional Francesca's association of her killer with Cain aligns her with the unjustly murdered Abel; by underscoring the clamor arising from her own spilled blood, she imputes something of Abel's innocent victimhood to her own case. 19 But for Francesca, the bright flash of red blood speaks less to the injustice of family violence than to the affective coloration of the "flood" of her "emotional outburst" that follows.20 Erotic elegy demands pity, rather than righteous anger, of its audience.
If Inferno 5 reiterates the spiritual dead end of erotic elegy that Dante had already signaled with the Vita nova, it should also be noted that the poet's conception of elegy had broadened by the time he wrote the Francesca episode. A closer look at his developing theory of elegy will allow a few more conclusions on his treatment of the genre in Inferno 5, and a framework through which to study elegy in the integral text. In De vulgari eloquentia (returning to the passage cited above in the introduction) Dante eliminates its specific root in lovesickness. Written in 1303-4, when the bitterness of his political crisis and exile from Florence was fresh and acute, it is perhaps unsurprising that a more general miseria-misery, wretchedness, or deprivation-is given as the affective or situational source of elegy.
. . . utrum tragice, sive comice, sive elegiace sint canenda. Per tragediam superiorem stilum inducimus, per comediam inferiorem, per elegiam stilum intelligimus miserorum . . . elegiace, solum humile oportet nos sumere (2.4.5-6).21
[. . . whether to treat [subjects] in tragic, comic, or elegiac style. By "tragic" I mean the higher style, by "comic" the lower, and by "elegiac" that of the unhappy . . . If, though, you are writing elegy, you must use only the lowly.] This expanded notion of elegy is not original in Dante. It too has its ancient and medieval exponents, including Horace and Isidore, the latter of whom defined it as the song befitting the wretched ("elegiacus autem dictus eo, quod modulatio eiusdem carminis conveniant miseris.")22 Although De vulgari eloquentia does not explicitly affirm any subcategories of elegy, its wide umbrella extends to the complaints of those who are wretched from lovesickness, but also from injustice, death, exile, imprisonment, public degradation, or poverty.23 It also creates a logical place for the typological lamentation of widowed Jerusalem, where dispossession has a spiritual dimension that overlays the erotic (already thematized in the Vita nova).24 Still, the fact that Dante abandoned the De vulgari eloquentia suggests his frustration with the work's development, or at the very least that the project was not as compelling as others; his treatment of genres and styles (including elegy) in the work therefore cannot be considered complete or final.
Critics have also assessed Dante's engagement with elegy as his relationship with Boethius's De consolatione philosophiae, claimed in the Convivio as his initial refuge after Beatrice's death.25
Tuttavia, dopo alquanto tempo, la mia mente, che si argomentava di sanare, provide, poi che né 'l mio né l'altrui consolare valea, ritornare al modo che alcuno sconsolato avea tenuto a consolarsi; e misimi a leggere quello non conosciuto da molti libro di Boezio, nel quale, cattivo e discacciato, consolato s'avea. (2.12.
2)
The Consolatio emerges as a response to its author's imprisonment and exile-Boethius is "cattivo e discacciato," in Dante's words-after having been removed from his position of Master of Offices and imprisoned under the Western Emperor Theoderic, before his execution in 526.26 For many of Dante's early commentators, Boethius stood as Dante's foremost example and model of elegy, and his model is distinctly unerotic. 27 Although the Consolatio will go on to treat his particular traumas of exile, false accusation, and unmerited punishment (all clearly resonant for Dante), it begins with the suffering prisoner poetically framing his misery in its most general terms, the old age and loss of fortune that seem to give him no way forward: [17] [18] [19] [20] [Old age has come too soon with its evils, and sorrow has commanded me to enter the age which is hers. My hair is prematurely gray, and slack skin shakes on my exhausted body. . . . The sad hour that has nearly drowned me came just at the time that faithless fortune favored me with her worthless gifts. Now that she has clouded her deceitful face, my accursed life seems to go on endlessly.]
The complaints against senectitude and fortune were typical in unerotic elegy in late antiquity and the Middle Ages.28 No doubt Boethius's first poem both manifested and contributed to the canonization of such commonplaces of the elegiac tradition, establishing his authority in elegy and facilitating Dante's early commentators' identification of the Consolatio as key to Dante's understanding of elegy.29 Boethius's incipit to the poem (to the entire Consolatio, in fact) offers a metaliterary portrait of elegiac composition that will not only further gloss Francesca's speech, but also prefigure Dante's treatment of blood and elegy. Todorović has recently emphasized the importance for Dante studies of Philosophy's banishment of the bloody muses from Boethius' company.30 But before Philosophy even appears, the prisoner sings his literary autobiography and his stubborn refusal to abandon no-longerpleasurable poetic pursuits: Boethius's incipit anticipates the very heart of Francesca's elegy. Her literary autobiography, as noted above, dramatically overshadows the terse account of her death. Boethius's preoccupation with the youthful joy of his earliest poetic experience ("studio florente," v. 1; "gloria felicis olim viridisque iuventae," v. 7) is paralleled by Francesca's recollection of reading with Paolo "per diletto / di Lancialotto" (Inf. 5.127-8) and her pastiche of vernacular love lyric (e.g. "Amor, ch'al cor gentil ratto s'apprende," v. 100; "Amor, ch'a nullo amato amar perdona," v. 103).31 The temporal perspective of her now-proverbial "Nessun maggior dolore / che ricordarsi del tempo felice / ne la miseria" (vv. 121-3) reflects the plaintive and aged Boethius's happy memories of poetry in youth (vv. 7-8).32 Both speakers persist in their commitment to the poetic forms that once brought them joy, though the felicitous content is no longer available. Finally, Boethius's initial poem is a suggestive precedent for elegy distilled in the bodily fluid of its distressed speaker. He notes that the verses of elegy now line him ("rigant," v. 4) with tears, as if his cheek or body were a page being lined to guide the writer's pen. 33 Francesca claims tearfulness as well-she speaks "come colui che piange e dice" (v. 126)-but the vital details of her death are crystallized into those two bloody verses, which are free from the cumbersome mediation of her metaliterary simile comparing herself to one who follows the conventions of elegy ("come colui che," v. 126). Despite her disillusionment, Francesca doubles down on her longfavored literary genres.34 But even at his most wretched, Boethius as a literary protagonist recognizes that his muses are wounded ("lacerae," v. 3) and that his poetics are doomed, unable to sway deaf Fortune ("quam surda," v. 15). In this way the author Boethius looks ahead to the protagonist's conversion from the outset of the work.35 And in fact, Philosphy's first act of consolation is to eject those dangerous muses from the scene: Quis, inquit, has scenicas meretriculas ad hunc aegrum permisit accedere, quae dolores eius non modo nullis remediis foverent, verum dulcibus insuper alerent venenis? Hae sunt enim, quae infructuosis affectuum spinis uperem fructibus rationis segetem necant hominumque mentes assuefaciunt morbo, non liberant. . . . Sed abite potius, Sirenes usque in exitium dolcis, meisque eum Musis curandum sanandumque relinquite. (Book 1, Prose 1)
["Who let these whores from the theater come to the bedside of this sick man?" she said. "They cannot offer medicine for his sorrows; they will nourish him only with their sweet poison. They kill the fruitful harvest of reason with the sterile thorns of the Passions; they do not liberate the minds of men from disease, but merely accustom men to it. . . . Get out, you Sirens; your sweetness leads to death. Leave him to be cured and made strong by my muses."] Todorović argues that one of Dante's crucial lessons from Consolatio is that the born-in-crisis genre of elegiac poetry is itself in a state of crisis, evident in the image of the lacerated muses.36 For Boethius, all that those muses can offer the poet is fetishistic pleasure in an aestheticized spectacle of pain, which proves toxic ("dulcibus . . . alerent venenis") and lethal ("in exitium dolcis"), whereas Philosophy's muses can heal both the poet and the poetry ("meisque eum Musis curandum sanandumque relinquite"). Poetry persists in the work: the prisoner neither stops pondering his woes after the elegiac muses are dismissed nor quits creating poems; Philosophy herself recites many throughout the work. Discarding the tears of self-pitying lamentation, Philosophy teaches him to regard misfortune as ultimately good, since it is an opportunity to test and hone his virtue ("omnis [fortuna] enim, quae videtur aspera, nisi aut exercet aut corrigit, punit," Book 4, Prose 7). Thus Boethius's rejection of elegy has more to do with style and treatment than content. After all, it is the fruitful contemplation of misfortune that brings about his conversion.
Dante places the historical Boethius in Paradiso 10's sphere of the sun, but he engages with Boethius's literary persona as reformed elegist nowhere more directly than in his treatment of Pier della Vigna in Inferno 13.37 The biographical and rhetorical similarities between Boethius and Pier, as detailed below, should have been obvious and striking to Dante's audience, many of whom would have encountered the Consolatio in their basic education. 38 The historical Boethius and Pier della Vigna served as top-level advisors to the emperors Theoderic and Frederick II respectively, only to fall dramatically out of favor and face imprisonment and death (albeit with the notable difference of execution in the first case and suicide in the second). 39 Ettore Paratore has shown that Dante's Pier bears traces of the historical Pier della Vigna's specific rhetorical style, and has argued that his distinct style in the Commedia sets him apart as a type, an example of the "letterato cortigiano. " Pier's emphatic self-defense mirrors the long prose section in which Boethius details and justifies his various political maneuvers; he concludes the passage fixated on setting the record straight for posterity regarding the false accusations against him ("Cuius rei seriem atque veritatem, ne latere posteros queat, stilo etiam memoriaeque mandavi," Book 1, Prose 4). Dante has Pier make a similar request of the pilgrim: E se di voi alcun nel mondo riede, conforti la memoria mia, che giace ancor del colpo che 'nvidia le diede. (vv. [76] [77] [78] Of course, Boethius will go on to learn from Philosophy that his happiness must be independent of his public reputation, even while conceding his merit in public service and the falseness of all charges against him ("et tu quidem de tuis in commune bonum meritis vera quidem . . . de obiectorum tibi vel honestate vel falsitate cunctis nota memorasti," Book 1, Prose 5). If Pier is meant to mirror Boethius, it seems that Dante intends him to be equally innocent of the alleged corruption; Pier's sin is not rhetorical deceit per se, but that he never recognizes, even in death, a source of happiness independent of his status at court.
Pier's complaint against envy falls structurally at the center of his autobiography (elided above and reproduced below). Like Boethius who had garnered envy for his Philosophy-guided successes ("quam mei [i.e. Philosophiae] nominis invidia sustulisti," Book 1, Prose 3), Pier also names that court-inherent vice as the root of his misery:
La meretrice che mai da l'ospizio di Cesare non torse li occhi putti, morte comune e de le corti vizio, infiammò contra me li animi tutti; e li 'nfiammati infiammar sì Augusto, che ' lieti onor tornaro in tristi lutti. (vv. [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] In referencing Caesar and Augustus and his own "glorioso offizio" (v. 62), Pier appropriates the glory of the Roman Empire-perhaps still available to Boethius despite the Empire's fall just before his birth-for his own service to Frederick II's Holy Roman Empire. But if Rome's governing ethos can be characterized by a philosophical or rationalistic approach to the common good, Pier's absolute fealty is to his lord (vv. 74-75) and his sole custody of Frederick's heart (vv. [58] [59] [60] [61] . The sovereign's worthiness of such honor and service is only mentioned in a concluding relative clause, almost as an afterthought ("che fu d'onor sì degno," v. 75). There is no trace of mourning the common good that underscores Boethius's lament, and Pier's sole reference to justice is claustrophobically self-centered and self-negating ("L'animo mio . . . ingiusto fece me contra me giusto," vv. [70] [71] [72] . 42 The fact that Boethius is never mentioned explicitly in the canto should therefore be read as dramatic irony in which the damned soul fails to recognize the path to salvation outlined by another. 43 Pier's condemnation of envy as a "meretrice" (v. 64) who brings about "tristi lutti" (v. 69) and "morte comune" (v. 65) confirms the episode's intertextuality not merely with the Consolatio, but specifically with lethal Boethian elegy. The scenicae meretriculae ejected by Philosophy from Boethius's bedside were nothing if not catalysts for grievous mourning and death; Pier has thus rejected the wrong meretrix. By misidentifying her as envy, he had unwittingly allowed the elegiac muses, lacerations and all, to accompany him in his prison cell and steer him toward suicide. But the contours of the Consolatio in Pier do not serve merely to sketch out Boethius's inevitable demise had he not converted. Pier instead offers a portrait of Boethian bloodstained elegy crystallized and perfected in its eternal form: rebodied after death in an infernal tree, Pier's voice emerges bathed in blood when the pilgrim snaps a twig: "sì de la scheggia rotta usciva insieme / parole e sangue" (vv. [43] [44] .44 Leo Spitzer held these verses up as a "unit-manifestation" in which the dissonant combination of a singular verb ("usciva") and its double subject ("parole e sangue") forged a single, hideous hybrid of "speech-empowered blood" or "bleeding screams." He too noted the kinship of bloody speech with Francesca's tearful speech in her self-styling as "come colui che piange e dice" (Inf. 5.126) where, as I have suggested above, she self-consciously defines and identifies with the (erotic) elegiac tradition.45 Dante reinforces this formula for blood elegy in describing the anonymous Florentine suicide, now trapped in a bush "che piangea / per le rotture sanguinenti in vano" (Inf. 13.131-32) , and yet again in Virgil's entreaty to the same soul: "chi fosti, che per tante punte / soffi con sangue doloroso sermo?" (vv. 137-38).46
The harpies, though inspired by the filthy and rapacious beasts of Aeneid 3.225-62, seem to take on the role of the never-rejected elegiac muses by continuously breaking open new wounds in the suicide trees: "pascendo poi de le sue foglie, / fanno dolore, e al dolor finestra" (vv. 101-2).47 They cause pain and simultaneously indulge its expression, perhaps even hinting at the aestheticization inherent in a windowframe's cropping.48 But they also offer a ghastly literalization of the treatment for grief prescribed in the Consolatio. Philosophy challenges the prisoner to stop lamenting and expose the source of his pain to scrutiny:49 Not yet convinced, Boethius replies with a shrill appeal for pity, citing his misery and misfortune ("Anne adhunc eget ammonitione nec per se satis eminet fortunae in nos saevientis asperitas? Nihilne te ipsa loci facies movet?") that finds its complement in Pier's first cries protesting his unprompted injury at the hands of the unwitting pilgrim: "Perché mi schiante? . . . Perché mi scerpi? . . . ben dovrebb'esser la tua man più pia" (vv. 33, 35, 38) .
Dante's primary source not only for Pier's blood-chilling cries but also for the entire conceit of the suicides' infernal punishment is Aeneas's encounter with the spirit of Polydorous in Aeneid 3.22-68.50 Virgil himself, in his apology to the injured soul ("anima lesa," v. 47), reminds the disbelieving pilgrim of having seen the same bloody plant speech in his own poem ("ciò c'ha veduto pur con la mia rima," v. 48). In Virgil's episode, Aeneas prepares an altar to his mother, tearing up some myrtle boughs which bleed and stain the soil. In an effort to understand the fearful portent ("causas penitus temptare latentis," Aen. Polydorus's self-description as miserum and his pained sigh heu! mark his speech as elegiac, as Pier's will be in imitation. But Polydorus's misery stems from bloody treachery, untainted by any personal contribution to the injustice against himself. His chance laceration at the hand of Aeneas becomes the providential means by which his spirit is laid to rest with solemn funeral rites and a consecrated burial. Polydorus thus becomes a classical counterpart to Abel, a figure whose spilt blood has the power to advocate successfully for lethal injustice to be remedied.
While Abel's blood speaks to an omniscient God who immediately believes its testimony, Polydorus gives Dante a precedent for blood speech that inspires fear and doubt in its human audience. The pilgrim's terror in the uncanny forest ("tutto smarrito m'arrestai," v. 24) is glossed by the poet in reference to an affective type, "come l'uom che teme" (v. 45), not unlike Francesca's self-association with the typical elegist. The focus shifts from the production of elegy to its reception, just as the pilgrim's fainting demonstrated the efficacy of Francesca's speech. Here, Dante's affective response to Pier evokes Aeneas's vividly rendered fear at drawing blood, and then cries, from the bush housing Polydorus's spirit: But the pilgrim's experience and the poet's narrative of it emphasize doubt and disbelief even more than fear. Virgil twice articulates the incredibility of the plaintive, bleeding forest without visual and then tactile proof ("vederai / cose che torrien fede al mio sermone," vv. 20-21; "non avrebbe in te la man distesa; / ma la cosa incredibile me fece / indurlo," vv. [49] [50] [51] . Even in retrospect, the poet still cannot be certain what his guide thought he imagined, expressed in the notably overwrought "cred' ïo ch'ei credette ch'io credesse" (v. 25).
Virgil anticipates that the pilgrim's doubt will be satisfied only by touching and exacerbating the plant's wound, a proof much like that demanded by the apostle Thomas, who had to touch the nail wounds and penetrate Christ's pierced side with his own finger in order to believe the resurrection: "nisi videro in manibus eius figuram clavorum et mittam digitum meum in locum clavorum et mittam manum meam in latus eius non credam" ( John 20:25). Even without Christian faith, Virgil recognizes the power of physical contact with the plant's blood to convince Dante of the punishment's reality; he assumes the pilgrim is a Thomas, and perhaps, through his approach that derives belief from empirical knowledge, reveals his own similar disposition.52 In contrast, while Christ affirms Thomas's experience-based belief, he blesses those who believe the account without seeing firsthand evidence ("beati qui non viderunt et crediderunt," 20:29), which Virgil senses the pilgrim would be unable to do.
Dante the poet can only give a verbal account of what he has seen in the realms of the afterlife, putting his readers in the same epistemological position as the readers of the Gospel. John Freccero emphasizes Dante's consciousness of this important thread of the Thomas story in his classic essay on the poetics of Manfred's wounds, arguing that Dante drew on the Thomas narrative to access the evangelist's parallel between "the wounds of Christ's body and his own text, filled with signs that demand of the reader the same assent that is demanded of the doubting Thomas." Freccero reads Manfred's scar, which defies the rules governing aerial bodies as outlined by Statius, as an authorial signature marking Dante's intervention in history.53 Christ's wounds may have been God's singular intervening mark and signature on salvation history, but the Commedia posits a divine signature on all post-Judgment bodies.54 Some of these just happen to be more viscerally stunning than others, reproducing with greater intensity the spectacle of the crucified Christ.55
While communicative bodies-many of which are plaintive and potentially elegiac-abound in the Commedia, blood speech taps into the dynamic power of popular devotional practice. By contemplating images, relics, or texts representing Christ's flowing blood, the pity and fear of the devout could spur them to conversion or communion with the divine. This is a sharp contrast to Boethius's stoic condemnation of elegy (where elegy amounts to the masochistic aestheticization and enjoyment of one's suffering) that he conveys through the muses' lacerations. In the Francesca and Pier episodes, Dante rejects the vain rhetoric of self-pity, replicating Boethius's bloody imagery to signal its moral dead end. But Dante works with the other shades of blood's meaning available on his palette; its positive theological and religious connotations are broader than they seem in the Consolatio. Far from fleeing the company of bloody muses, a late medieval cult of blood relics promised to bring pilgrims an intimate encounter with Christ's living and throbbing blood, which was imagined to be continuous with his body even after being shed from it.56 In lieu of a physical trace of Christ's actual blood, one could approximate that close encounter through devotional meditation on images or texts that expanded on the Gospel accounts of Christ's torture and suffering.57 Citing Aquinas, Caroline Walker Bynum shows that human blood in general (i.e. not just in relics) is the special image of Passion ("sanguis specialius est imago dominicae passionis") because it is inextricable from bloodshed, from the bodily violence that produced it.58 Francesca and Pier never recognize that Christ's sacrifice is represented in their own bloodshed, because they never break free from their elegiac instinct to aestheticize their personal suffering.
Abel's accusatory blood was compensated with justice (Cain's exile) rather than pity; Bynum and Bildhauer, respectively, have documented blood's ability to accuse and give proof in both religious and lay contexts. They offer accounts claiming that Church walls bled in protest of the violation of consecrated space; relics bled when divided; Eucharistic hosts bled when desecrated, corpses bled in the presence of their murderers.59 This last credence seems to be echoed by both Francesca and Pier: the first describes her blood's post-mortem testimony on earth, while Pier's hissing blood indicts him (even against his will) as his own killer. Both sinners-and perhaps all bleeding sinners in the Commedia-thus parody the idea that Christ's living blood in relics stood in accusation of all of human sin (while simultaneously offering salvation as its remedy).60
Spilled blood is liminal, or better yet interstitial: it occupies the space between life and death, and signals the likely and imminent arrival of the latter.61 At the same time, it marks the gulf between the human soul and Christ, while serving as the sole conduit from one to the other. Flowing blood creates the condition of emergency; in its rush to the Final Judgment, it amplifies the soul's moral imperative to secure happiness for itself in salvation. 62 The infernal souls, immobile in their will, see their fate crystallized and hopeless. Thus the justice demanded by the blood of Francesca and Pier is sterile and illusory, able at best to secure a truer yet perishable memory of their deaths on earth. But in Purgatorio the state of each penitent's will is dynamic, always improving and bringing the soul into greater conformity with divine will. Even if it is protected from moral backsliding, the purgatorial soul's mobility makes it the most akin to the living soul endowed with free will, and this mobility allows for an effective response to the moral imperative of blood.
Purgatorio's fifth canto reproposes the blood-infused speech of Inferno 5 and, to a certain extent, 13, now stripped of its elegiac features. Pia's gemlike autobiography at the end of the canto ("Siena mi fé, disfecemi Maremma: salsi colui che 'nnanellata pria / disposando m'avea con la sua gemma," Purg. 5.134-36) recounts the same details-married life, murder, the killer's damnation-offered by Francesca's two lies ("noi tignemmo il mondo di sanguigno . . . Caina attende chi a vita ci spense," Inf. 90, 107); yet Pia omits the bloody image and the aesthetic spectacle of Francesca's rhetorical tour-de-force. Iacopo del Cassero similarly refrains from rhetorical self-indulgence, although flowing blood dominates his narrative. But his bloody death prompts his recognition of blood's symbolic value-and a swift reordering of the will-in the critical last moments of his life.63 Read vertically with Inferno 5, Iacopo's response to sudden and violent death offers a corrective to Francesca's. He first begs the prayers of his kin in Fano, then describes his death near Padua at the hands of the treacherous Azzo VIII. Like Gianciotto Malatesta in Francesca's account, this killer goes unnamed, but is identified by the region of Inferno's ninth circle where his crime is exemplary: Quindi fu' io; ma li profondi fóri ond' uscì 'l sangue in sul quale io sedea, fatti mi fuoro in grembo a li Antenori, là dov'io più sicuro esser credea: quel da Esti il fé far, che m'avea in ira assai più là che dritto non volea.
Ma s'io fosse fuggito inver' la Mira, quando fu' sovragiunto ad Orïaco, ancor sarei di là dove si spira.
Corsi al palude, e le cannucce e 'l braco m'impigliar sì ch'i' caddi; e lì vid' io de le mie vene farsi in terra laco. (Purg. 5. [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] Iacopo begins and ends the story of his death with vivid descriptions of his dying body sitting in a pool of his own blood. 64 The imperfect sedea (v. 74) creates a dilated sense of time in which he tallies his fatal missteps of trusting an enemy, his chance wrong turn into dangerous territory; the penitent soul essentially recreates the near-death experience of his life flashing before his eyes. Iacopo's gaze lingers over the landscape of his imminent death, perhaps catching in the reeds and mud ("le cannucce e 'l braco," v. 82) the glimmer of a prefiguration of the "giunchi sovra 'l molle limo" (Purg. 1.102) with which souls arriving in Purgatory humbly gird themselves before undertaking their penance. Iacopo's final image lets the pilgrim and reader see, from his fleeting but still cogent perspective, the lake of his heart poured out over the symbolic landscape.65
Iacopo's final vision before death of his blood staining the marsh should be read in light of the late repentents' choral account of their common autobiography: sì che, pentendo e perdonando, fora di vita uscimmo a Dio pacificati, che del disio di sé veder n'accora. (Purg. 5.55-57) If Bynum's study suggests a strong correlation between the sight of blood and the image of Christ, the final moments of these souls confirm the salvific potential of the correlation. Their violent deaths paired the spectacle of their own blood, emptied from their heart and veins, with the moment of conversion, which the souls locate in that very blooddrained heart, now filled by God with a new desire ("del disio . . . n'accora") for the ultimate vision of himself. If the world may be glossed as the book of creation, these sinners read their blood on the ground as the text on one of its pages, as a Gospel account of the Passion of Christ. 66 Manuele Gragnolati's recent study of the emerging theories and poetics of Purgatory following its doctrinal confirmation by the 1274 Council of Lyons observes in Dante's generation an increasing significance of physical pain in the purgation of sin, allowing penitent souls to participate to a certain extent in Christ's Passion. Much of Gragnolati's analysis focuses on Bonvesin de la Riva's De scriptura rugia or Red Scripture, the vivid devotional account of Christ's Passion occupying the middle section of his Libro delle Tre Scritture. Written shortly after the Council, his three-part work anticipates the structure of the Commedia, beginning with an account of Hell (Black Scripture), and ending with Heaven (Golden Scripture). As suggested by its title, the Red Scripture conveys the drama of Christ's pain through vivid description of his blood, and suggests the words themselves are written in blood.67 Gragnolati notes that "the image of blood is so prevalent in the text that it is easy to visualize the script as red."68 The idea that blood could ink a sanctified narrative of suffering is well within the bounds of the cultural imagination of late medieval Italy.
Dante's striking tableau of Iacopo del Cassero's blood pooling on the ground under his dying body has something of a precedent in Bonvesin's poetic evocation of the crucifixion:
Lo corpo tut pariva k'el foss covert de levra E 'l sangu' da tut le parte in terra ge cadeva.
La carne per afagio borniosa e implagadha, Lo sangu' da le soe membre in terra ge gotava. 69 (vv. 59-62) Christ's blood falls from his every bruised and wounded limb to wet the ground beneath him. As in Iacopo's death story, the exclusive use of the imperfect tense dilates our sense of passing time; Christ's Passion extends in a temporally unbounded stretch of continuous bleeding. Representing the Passion as imperfect and not-yet-complete opens space for the reader to meditate on Christ's blood and suffering in a dynamic way: the specter of imminent death (Christ's, but implicitly the reader's as well) should spur the reader toward a still-possible conversion. Gragnolati's argument places a similar emphasis on the soul's potential for change: "pain in Purgatory is productive precisely because it allows the soul to conform to the crucified Christ, whose blood liberated (and still liberates) humankind from sin."70 A crucial characteristic of the fusion of words and blood is its teleological impetus, its orientation toward the moral improvement or salvation of its audience.
The letter dedicating Paradiso to Cangrande della Scala classes the text as ethical in scope, concerned with the passage from miseria to beatitude (Epist. 13.40). The blessed souls can thus only access elegy obliquely: no longer wretched, they can only recall their past misery, or address the general misery of living humans and their wayward institutions. Saint Peter's final speech, a graphic invective against ecclesiastic corruption, draws on the literary forms of sermon and satire;71 it is also the culmination of blood speech in the Commedia.72 I would suggest that it also shaped by elegiac features-particularly a sense of personal aggrievement and loss-and thus serves as a corrective to Francesca's and Pier della Vigna's blood elegies. Although he is ultimately decrying harm done to the church, Peter leads with a strong sense of personal affront taken from "quelli ch'usurpa in terra il luogo mio, / il luogo mio, il luogo mio" (Par. 27.22-23, emphasis mine). He continues with possessive adjectives73-again placed emphatically after the noun-protesting the violation of his tomb and the misuse of his blood sacrifice ("cimitero mio," v. 25; "sangue mio," v. 41), and asserts his proprietary interest in the symbolic misuse of "le chiavi che mi fuor concesse" (v. 49) and his own image, now misappropriated as the "figura di sigillo / a privilegi venduti e mendaci" (v. 52).
Peter's angry lament over his "buon principio" (v. 59) fallen to "vil fine" (v. 60) is saturated with references that replicate the affective force of blood imagery seen earlier in the Commedia; their efficacy is demonstrated by the bright red glow of the heavens in response. The first of four blood images evokes a scene of carnage violating his consecrated tomb.74 Drawing on blood's accusatory power, he indicts the current pope, who: fatt'ha del cimitero mio cloaca del sangue e de la puzza; onde 'l perverso che cadde di qua sù, là giù si placa. (vv. [25] [26] [27] Like Francesca, Peter describes the bloody scene in the place where his death is remembered on earth. Just as Francesca's painting the town red is as much a comment on the fame of her story as it is on its bloody content, Peter too anticipates the affective power of his rhetoric, which then manifests in the physiological response of his audience's flushing: "dicend' io, / vedrai trascolorar tutti costoro" (vv. 20-21); the poet subsequently confirms the dramatic reddening of "tutto 'l ciel" (v. 30) and the face of Beatrice. Finally, just as Francesca condemns Gianciotto Malatesta, Peter underscores the heavy moral consequences of such carnage by locating its proponent (Lucifer the "perverso," in this case) in the deepest reaches of Hell. But where Peter decries the violence enacted by the church on others, the blood marking Francesca's violent death is her own.
Peter's rhetoric begins with the hint of elegiac solipsism, but he proceeds to establish himself as the representative of a larger community. 75 While his own blood, shed in martyrdom at the foundation of the church, is the subject of his second reference to blood in his invective; the third follows closely and testifies to the sacrifice of other early popes: The passage offers a moral guide to self-sacrifice that sharply contrasts the ruminative, self-focused elegy of Pier della Vigna (whose name and two keys make him a clear parody of Peter).76 Peter offers no subjective account of his own pain, but rather leads in both clauses with the precious goods bought for the price of martyrial blood: the nurturing of Christ's young bride, and the eternal joy of his salvation. Blood and tears are only good instrumentally; to aestheticize and thus try to enjoy them for their own sake, as Pier does in Inferno 13, is a fatal mistake. Finally, it is significant that where Peter recounts his greatest sacrifice, he works against his individual possessiveness by framing bloody martyrdom as a class action undertaken by the community of early popes. This too reorients the narrative to focus on the product, not the process, of pain.
Thus while Peter's misery is personal, it is not private. In his final reference to blood, he speaks as a shepherd cut off from his threatened flock, which figuratively encompasses all of humanity: Blood's possessive adjective, again emphatically following its noun, is now the plural nostro. "Our" blood seems to refer back to the shed blood of the early martyred popes already named, but it can also extend universally to the entire Christian flock, menaced by the lurking predators Cahorsian John XXII and Gascon Clement V (who would soon don the mitre), glossed here as wolves in sheep's clothing. Either way, Peter's graphic invective underscores the exigency of the church's crisis of leadership and imminent removal to Avignon, and the vulnerability of all its Christian subjects. Like Iacopo del Cassero, whose draining blood called the question of his salvation into immediate consideration, Peter speaks through blood with the same sense of urgency. In this light it is fitting that his final words in the Commedia demand Dante's uncensored testimony to the bloody truths he has revealed: "apri la bocca, / e non asconder quel ch'io non ascondo" (vv. 65-66). In fact his demand is not unlike Philosophy's order that Boethius expose his wound: the purpose is to heal it. But while Boethius's wound is personal and spiritual, Peter exposes wounds in the body of the church, whose healing cannot be decoupled from the temporal, and therefore political, dimension.
If we are at all surprised to find Peter so actively engaged and invested in the earthly vicissitudes of the early fourteenth-century church, Augustine's reading of the story of Abel and Cain in the De civitate Dei can offer an interpretive key that should in fact illuminate all communicative blood in the Commedia. Augustine takes the brothers as the founders of the eternal and earthly cities: Abel, the first shepherd, is also the first human to die and to take his place in the eternal city; Cain is recorded as going on after murdering his brother to establish the first city on earth (Gen. 4:17; De civitate Dei 15.1). Peter, a self-described shepherd, whose spilt blood still cries out for earthly justice though he himself enjoys the presence of God, looks very much to be cut from the same cloth as Abel. Except that he-like all humans-descends instead from Cain and the flawed civilization that he founded. Augustine recognizes fratricide as one of the founding narratives of civic life:
Primus itaque fuit terrenae civitatis conditor fratricida; nam suum fratrem civem civitatis aeternae in hac terra peregrinantem invidentia victus occidit. (De civitate Dei, 15.5)
[Thus the founder of the earthly city was a fratricide. Overcome with envy, he slew his own brother, a citizen of the eternal city, and a sojourner on earth.] He also describes the means by which those who are destined for the city of God will eventually gain entrance to that city after their long earthly exile:
Hoc modo curantur cives civitatis Dei in hac terra peregrinantes et paci supernae patriae suspirantes. Spiritus autem Sanctus operatur intrinsecus, ut valeat aliquid medicina, quae adhibetur extrinsecus. (15.6) [The citizens of the city of God are healed while still they sojourn in this earth and sigh for the peace of their heavenly country. The Holy Spirit, too, works within, that the medicine externally applied may have some good result.]
The elegiac sighs of these exiles are productive, and like the complaint of Abel's blood, they promise to procure their just reward. While Boethius in the Consolatio rejected elegy in favor of a salvation that transcends all earthly matters, the Commedia's purview includes both transcendent spirituality as well as the temporal justice of political, spiritual, and social reform. Dante's investment in earthly justice thus prevents his wholesale rejection of elegy as a rhetorical tool; by infusing it with blood, he finds its greatest expressive power.77
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